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Accra tragedy shows that building code enforcement is critical to DRR
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Looking ahead to DRR: The right time to prepare for disasters South Sudan

Improving IDRL in the Pacific: New Cook Islands IDRL report published

Over the past week we have witnessed the devastating effects that disasters can have in the Pacific, as Cyclone Evan has wreaked havoc across Fiji and Samoa. The timing could not be riper for the publication of a new report by the IFRC’s Disaster Law Programme, which examines the legal and policy framework for international disaster response in the Cook Islands.

Updated IFRC Disaster Law Database up and running

The IFRC Disaster Law programme is proud to announce the launch of the updated version of its Disaster Law Database.

Also in this edition

> Experts review model act and model decree on IDRL
> Hurricane Sandy brings the Sixth Committee’s annual debate on disasters into focus
> The Global Health Cluster ponders a registration system for foreign medical teams
> Tajik parliament approves new customs rules for humanitarian aid
> The right time to prepare for disasters South Sudan
> Leadership forum focuses on law and mainstreaming DRR
> Association of Caribbean States adopts IDRL and the Model Act as permanent activities
> Kampala Convention on IDPs enters into force, sets out the AU’s first legally binding rules on disaster response
> Regional seminar in the Americas and the Caribbean analyzes customs’ role in IDRL
> Strengthening laws and partnerships for Pacific island states
> Second annual disaster law course gathers officials from around the world
> IOC holds first training workshop with the Red Cross on disaster law
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